ABSTRACT. Inequalities of the Nehari type are obtained for bounded univalent functions on the unit disc, including a form which depends upon the parameters a and d, where d = f(a).
0. Introduction. The Nehari inequalities have been applied with considerable success to the study of coefficient problems for bounded univalent functions. It seems, however, that for further progress we must look to generalizations upon Nehari's original formulation; one need only look at the recent developments within the class of (unbounded) univalent functions which have come about by generalizing the Grunsky inequalities. Significant generalizations of the Nehari inequalities have, in fact, already appeared (Schiffer and Tammi [8] , Nehari [7] , DeTemple [1] , [3] ), and it is our purpose here to make a further contribution in this direction.
We obtain first some inequalities for the subclass of odd univalent functions which result from the square root transformation f(z) -*■ \Jf(z2). These inequalities include a bilinear formulation which is employed in the second section to derive a set of inequalities which depend on two parameters a and d, where d = f(a). More cumbersome inequalities of this type were demonstrated in DeTemple [3] , where it was necessary to bring in the methods of the calculus of variations. By contrast, the results of the present paper are derived as corollaries of the Nehari inequalities.
1. Nehari inequalities for \/f(z2). Let Sx denote the class of functions f(z) = bxz + b2z2 + • • • which are analytic and univalent mappings of the unit disc into itself. Thus l/(z)l < 1 in lzl< 1 and bx can be assumed to lie in the interval 0 < bx < 1. The following inequalities (Nehari [6] ) are then necessary and sufficient for a given analytic function f(z) to belong to Sx :
It should be observed that the properties of univalence and boundedness of a function / can be transferred into statements of the regularity of the functions y and \}/ on the bicylinder \z\< 1 x lfl< 1.
For any given function/GSx we now introduce the odd function/1", defined by f*(z) = \/f(z2). Because /*" G Sx, we can immediately infer the inequalities
where aßV and Z>£" are the Nehari coefficients for/4". Curiously the inequalities (3) contain more than (1). Indeed, in light of the oddness of f, it is an easy matter to show Ä2n,2i> = tt<lMV, a2ß+X2v = fl2/i,2K+l = 0, 2u,2v = %bßV, b2ß+X2v = b2ß2v+x = 0, which means (1) can be recovered from (3) by choosing X2"+i = 0. On the other hand, the coefficient combinations Û2m+i,2i>-i-i anc* b2~ß+lt2v+l are new, and we have at our disposal the additional inequalities for all real h. The discriminant must then be nonpositive and so (6) Ix'AV2 < (xf(W -B+)3f)Of(N -B+)y).
An alternative way to obtain bilinear Nehari inequalities is to consider the f L(x,y) = Re(xtA+y+xtB+y)
L(x, y) = %L(x +y)~ lAL(x -y), and so \L(x, y)\ < %(x + »fW(x +y) + Va(x -yYM(x-y) = Kx'Hx + Ky'Ny.
A stronger form is obtained upon replacing x by x/(xtUx)Vi and y by yl(yxW»%. The homogeneity of L then gives \L(x, y)\2 < (xtHx)(ytUy). Finally we replace x by e'^+^x and y by e'^'^y, with xp and 0 real. Because L(ei^+6\ eXt-^y) = Re(e2'*xfA4> + e2iex{B+y), the arbitrariness of xp and 0 allows us to conclude (7) Ix'AVI + lx'B+yi < (x'Uxf^Hyf. 2-(fl2M+l,2i'+lXv + *2m+1,2i»+1*«') ^ X Wx.
Remarks.
1. An application of Schwarz's inequality shows that (10a) follows from (lOd). The equivalence of the four inequalities is then apparent. 3. For applications to coefficient problems it seems more convenient to replace (10b) and (10c) by the weaker forms (10b') 2 Rex'AV < x'(N -B+)x +y*(H -B+)y, (10c') 2 Re(xfA+y + xfB+y) < x'Wx + y*Ny.
In the next section we shall see that (10b) is required however.
Nehari inequalities for functions satisfying d = f(a)
. The generating functions xp+ and i//+ defined by (9) bear a close resemblance to some generating functions already introduced by DeTemple [1] . Indeed let (13) can then still be formed, and for a fixed value a we can seek its maximum. In fact this problem was solved in [3], but again by means of the calculus of variations. We now show a more direct approach to such inequalities. The basic idea is one of Lebedev which arose in a similar context within the class S of unbound ed univalent functions (Lebedev [5] ). For a given function/G Sx and a given point a of the unit disc, 0 < \a\< 1, define the odd bounded univalent function rby rOO -eF((a + z2)/(l + äz2)), where F is given by (12) with d = f(a) and e, lei = 1, is a factor which insures r'(o)>o._ Observing that f*(\/(z -a)l(\ -az)) = e F(z), we have
and similarly
As with Lebedev, we define the coefficients aßV and c£P by The series expansions of equations (14), which are valid for sufficiently small Izl and If I, can be expressed in terms of the coefficients introduced by equations (9), (11), (15) ¿. ¿^ "2j+l,2k+l t-< cu Au ¿-c" v=0
where the inequality step above is a consequence of (10b). The final form of our inequalities will be reached by simplifying the righthand side of (17). We first notice that
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